Ultrasonic Amp■ ification lnfluenced by High― Mobi■ ity Electrons
■n Piezoelectr■ c Se― Te A■ loy crystals at Room Temperature
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' The COntributiOn of m■

between u■ trasound and charge carriers in piezoe■
cal■ y investigated by CoA.A。

」 .Greebe

■nteraction

ectric semttconductor iS theOreti―

et a■ .. )The ma■ n po■ nt made

■n

the■ r paper

is that the minority carrtters cause u■ trasonic amp■ ifttcation with the same extrem―
a■

value as that of majority― carrier amp■ ification in the absence of diffusion and
■y

shown that "this minority carrier

recombination.

Furthermore it was analytica■

amp■ ificationil

is affected neither by diffus■ on nor recombination′ provided cer―

ta■ n

not vetty restr■ ctive conditions are satisfied.

The resu■ ts suggest the possibi■ ity of avOiding acOustic― domattn formation′ and

of coustructing an acoustic "two… way:' amplifier as wel■ as of improving the iso■
ing properties of the conventional acoustic amp■

at―

ifier.
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・ Single crystals in Se― Te system are httgh■ y piezoe■ ectric′
2′

3)and the acOustoelectr■ c nonlinear conducttton and ultrason■ c amplification ■
n―

f■

uenced by electrons have been studied for Se5Te95′

Se 10Te 90′ Se 15 Te 85' Se 20 Te 80・

The composition dependence of the band gap width is shown in Fig。
that the width can be continuously contro■
system.

■ed

■′ which
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4)

tells

through the composition rate in the

The expans■ on of band gap w■ dth enab■ es the ultrason■ c ampliflcation or

the acoustoelectric phenomena at room temperature, where it has been impossible for pure Te.

measurement of the threshold electric
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Fig.2 shows the f-V characteristic obtained
at room temperature. The mobilities of electrons (the minority) and holes obtained by the

0.6

field for

the acoustoelectric nonlinear cond.uction is
shown in Table f, where it is notable that the
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Se CONCENTⅣ V10N (otomic %

mobility of electrons amounts to 10000 cm2/Vsec

scribed here for the shear wave which is polarLzed, // x and propagates along y-axis. Fig.3(a)
Tabl-e I 8.9., 05012 sample means 5% Se artd J// z-axis.
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at room temperature.
The ultrasonic amplification was carried out
at room temperature,2)and the results are de-

shows the ul-trasonic echoes without

applied electric field and Fig.3(b)
shows the applied voltage wave form

at a constant current and amplified
echoes. Fig.4 (a) shows the relative attenuation of detected echoes
versus applied electric fieId, and Fig. (b)
shows the theoretical

L町

curves computed by the

theory of C.Greebe et aI, using the values deduced from the measurement of basic electrical
properties. The piezoelectric constant err is
obtained as 0.7
tal results.
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merits of the l'two carrier.'

amplification is summarized as follows, comparing the theoretical curve for two carrier to
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is obtained at about 400V/cm using
(3) Applying the adequate
electron direction.
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the both directlon at the same field.
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trons, the positive gain appears aE 65V/cm for
electron mobility of 2000cm2/V.sec. The gain of

ultrasounds are amplified along
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The diffexence is 60dB/cm. (21 When ultrasound

propagates along the direction of drifting
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that for one carrier in Fig5.
(1) The ultrasonic attenuation at E=0 is considerably smaller than that of the extrinsic case.

external field,

, 60MHz
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dc drift fie■ d, o。 8μ s l

The value is considerably large

pure Te through ultrasonic amplification at
3 Possible feasibility for solid state
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FIG.4A

(*10t) from the experimen-

and is nearly equal to 0.6 C/m2 obtained for
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(4)Changing the direction and the amplitude

of the app■ ied electric fie■ d′ switching for u■ trasounds is possib■ e.

(5)The high

field domain formation which is obstructive for ultrasonic alnplification can be
suppressed in the case of the crysta■ s in which the condition En

く

Ea

く Ep

is sat―

isfied because the high fie■ d domain can not reach Ea at the external electric

field which satisfied En
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